
Professor Derek Sayer: Appeal against REF Inclusion 
 
Professor Sayer submitted an appeal against inclusion in the REF 2014 on the grounds that 
the processes used at Lancaster, and specifically in History, do not conform with HEFCE 
guidelines in relation to transparency, consistency and accountability; that the procedures 
used for assessing his own work for inclusion in the 2014 REF were incompatible with LU 
Code of Conduct's objective in ensuring that the terms of the published REF criteria were 
met; and that the procedures used in assessing the quality of his work for inclusion in the 
2014 REF were de facto discriminatory toward several colleagues in History.  

 
 
Transparency 
 
Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that transparency was not observed because colleagues in 
History were not told the circumstances that would trigger a second reading of their work, or 
a "re-review" by an independent specialist of an item already read and scored by <the Critical 
Friend>; nor the basis on which external assessors were chosen, or who was responsible for 
selecting them; nor the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for inclusion in the 
University's submission to the 2014 REF. 
 
The process to be followed in History was explained to staff in Department Meetings in AY 
2011/12 and recapitulated in September 2012 and subsequent Department Meetings in AY 
2012/13. This process allowed for [a] internal review alongside the evaluations of the critical 
friend, in cases where he had expressed the desirability for this, and [b] external review by 
independent specialists in other circumstances; for example, when a staff member’s profile 
fell on a borderline, or when the critical friend himself recommended further specialist 
reading. The policy followed that outlined in a communication made by the PVC for 
Research to FASS Research Committee in March 2012, which was reported to History DMG  
in May 2012, and to History staff in a departmental meeting in June 2012.  Furthermore, the 
basis on which external assessors were chosen was communicated to History staff in 
departmental meetings in Michaelmas and Lent Terms in AY 2012/13; namely, that decisions 
were made in consultation between the HoD and Research Director, and the Dean and 
Associate Dean for Research. Finally, the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for 
inclusion could not be communicated to staff because it was not known until the VC met with 
the REFSG on 24th September 2013.  
 
 
Accountability  
 
Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that HEFCE rules on operating criteria and terms of 
reference were not followed because the names of those making decisions or having input 
into decision-making were not readily available to staff. In History, decisions were made on 
the basis of the system established in early 2011 of appointing a critical friend, thereby 
avoiding internal assessment by the RD and other internal assessors in the interest of 
collegiality. The role of the Critical Friend was communicated to colleagues and discussed in 
Departmental meetings in 2011. In April 2011 the Critical Friend was appointed by the HoD 
as the External Departmental Assessor for the mock REF, a role he still carries. It is further 
alleged that ‘advisory groupings [consisting of RDs, HoDs, Deans, and ADRs] produced 
recommendations that informed decisions on ‘individual inclusion or exclusion by the central 
REF Steering Group and the V-C.’ In fact, the ‘phase’ meetings between RDs, HoDs, Deans 



and ADRs held within FASS at regular intervals following the mock REF had a reporting 
capacity. The individual scores of outputs were independently obtained through the 
evaluations made by the critical friend and in some cases through further specialist 
evaluations; they were not manipulated by any committee. The process for commissioning 
reviews was transparent within the internal REF process. Individuals at departmental level in 
History had no power to either include or exclude, but only to report.  
 
Consistency 
 
Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that ‘within the History UoA… staff members have not been 
treated equally.  While some, like myself, have been included in the 2014 REF submission on 
the basis of one external reading of all outputs (i.e., <the Critical Friend>'s)—even when that 
reading has not been by an expert in the relevant field—others have had some or all items of 
their work additionally read by further external assessors.’ This falls entirely within the 
process established in History for the evaluation of outputs in April 2011 and confirmed by 
FASS: namely, that all outputs would be read and evaluated by the critical friend, and that in 
given sets of circumstances further readings and evaluations by subject specialists may be 
commissioned, for example, where the critical friend had specifically recommended this on 
the grounds of his own uncertainty about an evaluation, or where an overall profile fell on a 
borderline. Since not all initial evaluations by the critical friend necessitated, in his view, 
further subject specialist evaluation, this option was not pursued in all cases. This does not 
make the process itself inconsistent, since all colleagues were subject to the same overall 
framework governing the process of evaluation.    
 
There are thus no grounds for upholding the appeal of Professor Sayer against REF inclusion.  
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